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Overview of GIS & 
Applications

 Concepts in GIS – lecture

 Hands-on Workshop –
ArcGIS data files
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The Ronald Greeley Center

• Who I Am: David Nelson: M.S. Pl. Geology, M.A. Geography (GIS)
 Data Manager for the RGCPS
 Geospatial Data Analyst / GIS consultant

• Where I Work:  The Ronald Greeley Center for Planetary Studies
 2021: PSF-560 — 9:30am to 5pm

• Our Facility: 6 Dell (Windows 10; Ubuntu 18) Workstations
 ArcGIS 10.8
 ArcGIS Pro 2.8
 Jmars 5
 ISIS 3.x – planetary image processing (on Ubuntu)
 And: Acrobat, Photoshop, Illustrator, MS Office, MatLab

• To Be Added, if requested
 QGIS
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Necessary Stuff

The Ronald Greeley Center for Planetary Studies

 Social distancing, if possible
 Mask recommended
 No food
 No open drinks; covered ok

When are we actually open?
 By appointment is best (9:30 – 5:00)
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GIS in the Ronald Greeley Center

1) Concepts in GIS — the lecture
 Understand the concept of GIS and its potential applications
 Familiarization with GIS data types and file types

2) Hands-on Workshop – ArcGIS data files
 Understand the GIS software suite known as ArcGIS
 Learn to navigate and explore GIS data files in ArcCatalog
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GIS in the Ronald Greeley Center

Concepts in GIS —
What is GIS?
Available GIS software
Spatial data types — raster & vector
What can GIS do? – Spatial Problems
Map Projections: from 3D to 2D
Planetary data — where to get it

 (PDS, Data warehouses)



What is GIS?

GIS stands for:
Geographic Information Systems

And that means...?
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What Is GIS?

One explanation…
…a database system that uses spatial and aspatial

data in order to answer questions about where
things are geographically and how they are 
spatially related.

–M. Price “Mastering GIS”, 2003
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What Are Spatial Data?

Spatial data provide symbolically-represented information about 
the spatial (geographic) extent and characteristics of a surface:

• Geometry:   Point, Line (Polyline), or Polygon; Pixels
• Spatial Characteristics:   Area, Perimeter, Length
• Topology (not topography!):   Spatial relationship between

two or more spatial objects
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Example of Spatial Data

• Surface image
• State, County, and
City boundaries

• Freeways

• What about the 
Annotation?



And Aspatial Data?

“Aspatial” (non-spatial) data are the attributes
of the mapped geographic features

A table of values

• measurable: area, perimeter, topography

• statistical: demographics, surface composition

• ancillary information: name, date, site number
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• Tables contain information (text, numbers, date)
• Several data sources (notes, survey, photo meas.)

–M. Price “Mastering GIS”, 2003
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Aspatial data: Tables



• The combination of spatial and aspatial data into a 
single unit, or object

• Geographic objects are defined by:
– Geometry: the absolute position, described by the object
– Attribute: information tied to each object
– Topology: the spatial relation between objects

 relative to position: adjacency & associated influence
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Geographic Objects



• Examples of geographic objects on a surface:
– Impact basin, 600 km diameter

– Lunar Rille, 50 km long

– Lava flow, low viscosity

– Watershed boundary, Rio Grande

– Land use parcel (property, BLM delineation)

– Extent of vegetation, habitat, resources, etc.
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Geographic Objects
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To summarize: what Is GIS?

Two key concepts:
1) A system, which  includes compiling spatial data for analysis:

– data, hardware, software, procedures, and people

– “buttonology” – the mechanics/process

2) A method of spatial data analysis:

– Identification and quantification of spatial extent and 

relationships of geographic objects in a GIS

– Study of methodologies: GIScience

(how people understand/interact with data)



GIS Data Models:
Raster vs. Vector

• Two data object models that store both spatial and 
attribute information, though the formats are different

• Both types are Georeferenced

tied to a particular location in space: 

– Planet surface approximates a sphere:
Datum (3D model)
 Projection (2D interpolation)
Coordinate system (location on surface)
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• Matrix (array) of square cells or 
‘pixels’ (picture element)

• Each pixel is identified by its
(x,y) coordinates in the raster

• The dimensions of the pixels
determine the raster resolution

(1,1)

(13,20) 

If the width of the image is 13 pixels,
and the area covered in the image is 1 meter,
each pixel is ~7.7cm x 7.7cm
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The Raster (image) Model



Examples of Raster data:
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The Raster (image) Model

Red, Green, Blue bands

Topography



• Large file sizes
• Do not contain attribute data (a table)
• Contain pixel values, possibly image information
• Raster files

– can be displayed by ArcGIS (enhancement/color, visual only)
– can be projected in ArcGIS (georectification, image warp)
– cannot be edited (change pixel values) in the software
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The Raster (image) Model



Coordinate pairs (vertex/vertices, nodes, points)
 direction and length between are calculated between points
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The Vector (outline) Model
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The Vector (outline) Model

--F. Sabins, “Remote Sensing”, 1987



• Three basic object types:
– points (0 D)
– lines/polylines (1 D)
– polygons (2 D)

• Small file sizes
– coordinates and direction
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The Vector (outline) Model



Some terminology:
• Node (last node is red)

beginning & end points

• Vertex
points along the way

• Line segment
• Polygon boundary
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The Vector (outline) Model



• Small file sizes (table of coordinate pairs, and
length and azimuth)

• Joined with attribute data (a table)
– Associated with each feature (point, line, or polygon)

• Vector files
– can be displayed by ArcGIS (using symbology)
– can be projected in ArcGIS (mathematical representation)
– can be edited (add, change, delete vertex coordinates)
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The Vector (outline) Model
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The Vector (outline) Model

Map of Vesta
--USGS, 2014. Mollweide projection, centered on 180 degrees longitude using the Dawn Claudia coordinate system



• Defined as “Data about data”

• Metadata can be in a number of standardized
content styles and formats, most commonly the
FGDC (Federal Geographic Data Committee)

• Data supplied without metadata is often considered 
incomplete (and possibly untrustworthy)
– Origin?
– Publisher?
– Date?
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Metadata
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Metadata



 GIS is used to solve spatial problems:
 Objects - What is it….?
 Locations – Where is it…?
 Associations – Which things are related to…?
 Models – What if…?
 Temporal trends – What has changed since…?
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GIS topics



parcel no.    565-23a
area     118,245 sq. ft.

owner    Triangle Development
address    500 Water St., Pittsburgh

zoning     R-3
assessment    $950,000

What is contained the identified 
parcel of land?

Who owns the lot at 3233 E. College 
Ave, and what is its zoning?

–M. Price “Mastering GIS”, 2003

 Objects: What is located at….?
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GIS topics



Where are houses located that
you might consider buying?

Based on specific criteria:
• Cost • Schools
• Size • Crime reports
• Near shopping

parcel no.    565-23a
area     118,245 sq. ft.

owner    Triangle Development
address    500 Water St., Pittsburgh

zoning     R-3
assessment    $950,000

–M. Price “Mastering GIS”, 2003

 Locations – Given specific parameters, where are…?
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GIS topics



Where have traffic accidents 
occurred over the past year at 
intersections without a traffic light?

–M. Price “Mastering GIS”, 2003

 GIS questions:   Associations - Which things are related…?
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GIS topics



??
What would happen to traffic 
patterns if a new Walmart were 
built here?

–M. Price “Mastering GIS”, 2003

 GIS questions:   Models - What if…?
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GIS topics



How has agricultural land use changed since 1950?

–M. Price “Mastering GIS”, 2003

 GIS questions:   Temporal trends - What has change since…?
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GIS topics



http://californiamapsociety.org/images/d3-1.jpgOct. 2021 34

Examples of GIS use
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Example of GIS Interface
Toolbars

Map scale

Menu bar

Data
framesframes
Data

framesframes
Active
frame
Active

View
mode

Table of
contents



• All maps have a scale:
– Represented as a fraction (or ratio)
– 1:x
– Scale Bar
– ArcMap: listed in top menu bar

• Small scale – less detail (1:5,000,000) 
• Large scale – more detail (1:500)
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Scale in GIS



–M. Price “Mastering GIS”, 2014

• Map at a scale appropriate 
to your topic of study

• Don’t always map at
large-scale (too much
detail)

• Contentious! Does a 
zoom-able map actually 
have a scale?
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Scale in GIS - Problems



• Datum
• Projection
• Coordinate system
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Representing a 3D object in 2D



• No planet is a perfect sphere
– Flattened at the poles, bulge at the equator

• Approximated by a geoid
– Mathematical model of the planet’s shape

• Simplified as a spheroid
– Geometric model of the Earth’s shape
– Recent geoids are based on satellite

and gravimetric surveys
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Spheroids and Datums



–M. Price “Mastering GIS”, 2014Oct. 2021 41

Spheroids and Datums



• A coordinate system is an agreed upon (numeric) 
representation used to indicate locations
– On a surface (latitude and longitude)
– In space (right ascension and declination)

• The origin point of a coordinate system is:  0,0

• The origin point, together with the map units
(degrees, meters, etc.), define the coordinate space
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Coordinate Systems



• A projection is a mathematically-defined model
that convert degrees of latitude and longitude (3D)
into planar x, y coordinates (2D)

• Major projection types include:
– Cylindrical
– Conic
– Orthographic
– Stereographic
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Map Projections
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Map Projections
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Map Projections

• Where most problems occur in GIS!

Is Greenland that big? Sanity check!

Red circles represent equal area
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Map Projections

• Compromises in shape vs. area

Red circles indicate actual size is about the same, but distortion becomes evident 



Geologic Map of the
Nearside of the Moon

1:5M
Orthographic Proj.

Wilhelms & McCauley

USGS, 1971
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Planetary Data



Planetary Data
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Planetary Data

Data Acquisition Tool: USGS Planetary GIS Web ServerOct. 2021 49



Planetary Data

Data Acquisition Tool: JMARSOct. 2021 50



Final four Mars Science Laboratory landing ellipses on THEMIS daytime thermal image mosaic 
overlaid on MOLA topographic maps.  Ellipses are 25 by 20 km and oriented east–west for the 2011 
rover Opportunity. The rover Curiosity landed in Gale Crater (map b above) on August 5, 2012.

(http://www.esri.com/news/arcnews/fall12articles/mapping-a-mission-to-mars.html)
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Planetary Applications

Elevation map of the landing site made using the HiRISE PDS-released DEMs.
(Credit: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona)Oct. 2021 52
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• Archive of planetary mission data

PDS-hosted sites:

• Main site:  http://pds.jpl.nasa.gov
• Imaging Node:  http://img.pds.nasa.gov
• Map-a-planet:  http://www.mapaplanet.org

- replacement site in beta:
http://astrogeology.usgs.gov/tools/map 
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MAIN SITE:
• “The PDS archives and distributes scientific data from:

– NASA planetary missions
– astronomical observations
– laboratory measurements.

• The PDS is sponsored by NASA's Science Mission 
Directorate. Its purpose is to ensure:
– long-term usability of NASA data
– to stimulate advanced research.

• All PDS data are publicly available and may be exported 
outside of United States under “Technology and software 
Publicly Available” (TSPA) classification.”

-- http://pds.jpl.nasa.gov
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-- http://pds.jpl.nasa.gov
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-- http://pds.jpl.nasa.govOct. 2021 57



IMAGING NODE:
• “The Imaging Node of the Planetary Data System is NASA’s

– primary digital image collections
– from past, present and future planetary missions.

• “The node provides to the NASA planetary science 
community
digital image archives
necessary ancillary data sets
 software tools, and
 technical expertise

necessary to fully utilize the vast collection of digital
planetary imagery.” -- http://img.pds.nasa.gov
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-- http://img.pds.nasa.gov
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http://pds-
imaging.jpl.nasa.gov/search/search.html#
QuickSearch
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Map-a-Planet:

• “Customize and download your own image maps of the Moon, 
Mars, Venus, and other planets and moons.”

-- http://www.mapaplanet.org
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http://www.mapaplanet.org
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http://astrogeology.usgs.gov/tools/mapOct. 2021 64



Before going to PDS, know:
• Planet
• Area of interest
• Area of extent (lat, lon range)
• Scale
• Mission
• Instrument
• Data type

– wavelength (bands); laser altimeter shots
• Patience !
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Spring 2021
Session A
iCourse
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Map and Geospatial Hub
Hayden Library - https://lib.asu.edu/geo



THANKS!
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